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Abstract. In this paper, we consider a generalized multi-valued quasi-variational-like inequality problem (GMQVLIP)

in real Hilbert space. Further, we define an auxiliary problem (AP) for GMQVLIP and establish an existence re-

sult for AP. Using this result, we construct an algorithm for GMQVLIP. Furthermore, we prove the existence of

solution of GMQVLIP and discuss the convergence analysis of iterative sequences generated by the algorithm.

The approach used in this paper may be treated as an extension and unification of approaches for studying ex-

istence results for various important classes of quasi-variational and quasi-variational-like inequalities given by

many authors in this direction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Variational inequality theory has become very effective and powerful tool for studying a wide

range of problems arising in mechanics, optimization, operation research, equilibrium problems

and boundary valued problems, etc. Variational inequalities have been generalized and extended
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in different directions using novel and innovative techniques. A useful and important general-

ization of variational inequality is called the quasi-variational-like inequality.

There are many numerical techniques including the projection technique and its variant

forms, linear approximation, descent and Newton methods for solving variational inequalities.

However, there are very few techniques for solving variational-like inequalities. It is worth

mentioning that the projection type technique cannot be used to suggest iterative algorithms

for variational-like inequalities, since it is not possible to find the projection of the solution.

To overcome this drawback, one uses usually the auxiliary principle technique introduced by

Glowinski et al. [3]. This technique deals with finding a suitable auxiliary problem and prov-

ing that the approximate solution of auxiliary problem converges to the solution of original

problem.

Recently, Huang and Deng [5], Noor [9] and Zeng et al. [13] extended the auxiliary principle

technique to various classes of variational-like inequalities involving multi-valued mappings.

Very recently, Chidume et al. [1], Ding [2], Huang and Fang [6], Huang et al. [7], Tian [11]

and Yao [12] extended the auxiliary principle technique to some important classes of quasi-

variational and quasi-variational-like inequalities involving single and multi-valued mappings.

Inspired by recent research works in this field, in this paper, we consider a generalized multi-

valued quasi-variational-like inequality problem (GMQVLIP) in real Hilbert space. Further, we

define an auxiliary problem (AP) for GMQVLIP and prove the existence result for AP. Using

this result, we construct an algorithm for GMQVLIP. Furthermore, we prove the existence of

solution of GMQVLIP and discuss the convergence analysis of the algorithm. The technique

presented in this paper can be used to generalize and improve the results given by many authors,

see for example [2,4-7,9,11,13].

2. PRELIMINARIES AND FORMULATION OF PROBLEM

Let H∗ be the topological dual of a real Hilbert space H. Let CB(H) denote the family of

all nonempty, closed and bounded subsets of H and let 2H denote the power set of H. We

denote the inner product of H and the duality pairing between H and H∗ by 〈·, ·〉, and denote

the induced norms of Hilbert space H and its dual spaces by ‖ ·‖. The Hausdorff metric H (·, ·)
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on CB(H) is defined by

H (A,B) = max
{

sup
x∈A

inf
y∈B

d(x,y), sup
y∈B

inf
x∈A

d(x,y)
}
, A,B ∈CB(H). (2.1)

First, we review the following concepts and known results.

Definition 2.1[6]. A mapping η : H×H→ H is said to be

(i) τ-strongly monotone if there exists a constant τ > 0 such that

〈η(y,x), y− x〉 ≥ τ‖y− x‖2, ∀x,y ∈ H;

(ii) ξ -Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant ξ > 0 such that

‖η(y,x)‖ ≤ ξ‖y− x‖, ∀x,y ∈ H.

Definition 2.2[6]. A mapping m : H → H is said to be σ -Lipschitz continuous if there exists a

constant σ > 0 such that

‖m(x)−m(y)‖ ≤ σ‖x− y‖, ∀x,y ∈ H.

Definition 2.3[8]. A multi-valued mapping T : H →CB(H) is said to be k-H -Lipschitz con-

tinuous if there exists a constant k > 0 such that

H (T (x), T (y)) ≤ k‖x− y‖, ∀x,y ∈ H.

Definition 2.4. Let m : H → H be a single-valued mapping and let T,A,S : H → CB(H) be

multi-valued mappings. A mapping N : H×H×H→ H is said to be

(i) α-m-strongly mixed monotone with respect to T , A and S if there exists a constant α > 0

such that

〈N(u1,v1,w1)−N(u2,v2,w2), m(x)−m(y)〉 ≥ α‖x− y‖2,

∀x,y ∈ H, u1 ∈ T (x), u2 ∈ T (y), v1 ∈ A(x), v2 ∈ A(y), w1 ∈ S(x), w2 ∈ S(y);

(ii) (β1,β2,β3)-mixed Lipschitz continuous if there exist constants β1,β2,β3 > 0 such that

‖N(x1,y1,z1)−N(x2,y2,z2)‖ ≤ β1‖x1− x2‖+β2‖y1− y2‖+β3‖z1− z2‖,

∀x1,x2,y1,y2,z1,z2 ∈ H.
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Assumption 2.1. Let the function a : H×H→ R satisfy the following conditions:

(i) a is bilinear;

(ii) a is γ-continuous, that is, there exists a constant γ > 0 such that

a(x,y) ≤ γ‖x‖‖y‖, ∀x,y ∈ H;

(iii) a is ν-coercive, that is, there exists a constant ν > 0 such that

a(x,x) ≥ ν‖x‖2, ∀x ∈ H.

Since a is a continuous and bilinear function on H, then by the Riesz-Frechet representation

theorem, there exists a continuous linear mapping S : H→ H∗ such that

a(x,y) ≡ H∗〈Sx,y〉H , ∀x,y ∈ H. (2.2)

It can be shown that ‖S‖ ≤ γ . Finally, we define Λ, a canonical isomorphism, from H∗ onto H,

as

H∗〈 f ,x〉H ≡ 〈Λ f ,x〉, ∀ f ∈ H∗, x ∈ H. (2.3)

Then ‖Λ‖H∗ = 1 = ‖Λ−1‖H .

Assumption 2.2. Let the function b : H×H→ R satisfy the following conditions:

(i) b is linear in the first argument;

(ii) b is µ-continuous;

(iii) b(x,y)−b(x,z) ≤ b(x,y− z), ∀x,y,z ∈ H;

(iv) b is convex in the second argument.

Remark 2.1. From Assumption 2.2 (i)-(iv), we have

(i) |b(x,y)| ≤ µ‖x‖‖y‖;

(ii) b(x,0) = b(0,y) = 0;

(iii) |b(x,y)−b(x,z)| ≤ µ‖x‖‖y− z‖, ∀x,y,z ∈ H.

Assumption 2.3. Let the mapping η : H×H→ R satisfy the following conditions:

(i) η(x,y)+η(y,z) = η(x,z), ∀x,y,z ∈ H;

(ii) for any x,y,z, t ∈ H, x− y = z− t implies that η(x,y) = η(z, t);
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(iii) for given x,u,v,w ∈ H, the mapping y→ 〈N(u,v,w),η(y,x)〉 is convex and lower semi-

continuous.

In many practical problems, K(x) has the following form:

K(x)≡ m(x)+K, ∀x ∈ H, (2.4)

where m : H → H is a single-valued mapping and K is a nonempty, closed and convex set of

H. Let K : H → 2H be a multi-valued mapping such that for each x ∈ H, K(x) is a nonempty,

closed and convex subset of H.

Let T,A,S : H→CB(H) be multi-valued mappings and let N : H×H×H→H; η : H×H→

H be nonlinear single-valued mappings. Let a : H ×H → R be a bilinear function and let

b : H×H→ R be a function which is not necessarily differentiable. We consider the following

generalized multi-valued quasi-variational-like inequality problem (GMQVLIP): Find x ∈ H,

u ∈ T (x), v ∈ A(x) and w ∈ S(x) such that x ∈ K(x) and

a(x, y− x)+ 〈N(u,v,w), η(y,x)〉+b(x,y)−b(x,x) ≥ 0, ∀y ∈ K(x). (2.5)

For a suitable choices of mappings T,A,S,N,K,a,b,η and the space H, it is easy to see that

GMQVLIP (2.5) includes a number of known classes of quasi-variational and quasi-variational-

like inequalities studied by many authors as special cases, see for example [2,4-7,9,11,13] and

the references therein.

3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION OF AUXILIARY PROBLEM

We consider the following auxiliary problem for GMQVLIP (2.5).

Auxiliary Problem (AP): Given x ∈ H, u ∈ T (x), v ∈ A(x) and w ∈ S(x), find t ∈ K(x) such

that

〈t, y− t〉 ≥ 〈x, y− t〉−ρa(x, y− t)−ρ〈N(u,v,w),η(y, t)〉+ρb(x, t)−ρb(x,y), ∀y ∈ K(x), (3.1)

where ρ > 0 is a constant.

Next, using the technique of Ding [2], we prove the existence of solution of AP (3.1).
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Theorem 3.1. Let T,A,S : H → CB(H); η : H ×H → H; N : H ×H ×H → H be nonlinear

mappings. Let K : H → 2H be a multi-valued mapping such that for each x ∈ H, K(x) is a

nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Let the function a : H×H→ R be linear and lower

semicontinuous in the second argument, and let the function b : H ×H → R be convex and

lower semicontinuous in the second argument. Moreover, suppose that Assumption 2.3 holds.

Then for any given x ∈ H, u ∈ T (x), v ∈ A(x) and w ∈ S(x), the following problem:

min
y∈K(x)

J(y) (3.2)

where J(y) = 1
2〈y,y〉+ j(y),

j(y) = ρa(x,y− x)+ρ〈N(u,v,w),η(y,x)〉+ρb(x,y)−〈x,y〉, (3.3)

admits a unique solution and t is a solution of the problem (3.2) if and only if t is a solution of

AP (3.1).

Proof. Since the function a is linear and lower semicontinuous and the function b is convex

and lower semicontinuous in the second argument, it follows from Assumption 2.3 that j(y) is

convex and lower semicontinuous on K(x) and J(x) is strictly convex and lower semicontinuous

on K(x). By Theorem 2.5 of [10], j is bounded from below by hyperplane f (y) = 〈h;y〉+ r,

where h ∈ H and r ∈ R. Hence, we have

J(y) =
1
2
〈y,y〉+ j(y) ≥ 1

2
‖y‖2 + 〈h,y〉+ r

=
1
2
‖y+h‖2− 1

2
‖h‖2 + r.

This implies that

J(y)→ ∞ and ‖y‖→ ∞. (3.4)

Now, let {yn} ⊂ K(x) be a minimizing sequence of J on K(x), that is,

lim
n→∞

J(yn) = d and d = inf
y∈K(x)

J(y).

We claim that {yn} is bounded. If it is false, then there exists a subsequence {ynk} ⊂ {yn}

such that ‖ynk‖ ≥ k, k = 1,2,3, . . . . By (3.4), we have J(ynk)→ ∞ which contradicts that fact
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lim
k→∞

J(ynk) = d < ∞. Therefore, there exists a constant r1 > 0 such that

{yn} ⊂ K(x)∩B(0,r1) = {y ∈ K(x) : ‖y‖ ≤ r1}.

By Weierstrass theorem (see [10]), there exists t ∈ K(x) such that

J(t) = min
y∈K(x)

J(y).

Since J is strictly convex, we know that t is the unique solution of the problem (3.2).

Now, suppose that t is a unique solution of the problem (3.2). We show that t is also a solution

of AP (3.1). For any y ∈ K(x) and q ∈ [0,1], we have

J(t) =
1
2
〈t, t〉+ j(t)

≤ J(t +q(y− t))

=
1
2
〈t +q(y− t), t +q(y− t)〉+ j(t +q(y− t))

≤ 1
2
〈t, t〉+ q2

2
〈y− t, y− t〉+q〈t, y− t〉+ j(t)+q( j(y)− j(t)).

This implies that

q
2
〈y− t, y− t〉+ 〈t, y− t〉+ j(y)− j(t) ≥ 0. (3.5)

Letting q→ 0 in the above inequality (3.5), we obtain

〈t, y− t〉+ρa(x,y− x)+ρ〈N(u,v,w), η(y,x)〉+ρb(x,y)−〈x, y〉−ρa(x, t− x)

−ρ〈N(u,v,w), η(t,x)〉−ρb(x, t)+ 〈x, t〉 ≥ 0. (3.6)

Since a is linear in the second argument, it follows from Assumption 2.3 (i) and (3.6) that

〈t, y− t〉 ≥ 〈x, y− t〉−ρa(x,y− t)−ρ〈N(u,v,w), η(y, t)〉+ρb(x, t)−ρb(x,y), ∀y ∈ K(x).

This shows that t is a solution of AP (3.1).
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Conversely, suppose that t is a solution of AP (3.1), it follows from (3.1) that

1
2
[〈y,y〉−〈t, t〉] = 〈t, y−t〉+ 1

2
〈y−t, y−t〉

≥ 〈t, y− t〉

≥ 〈x, y− t〉−ρa(x,y− t)−ρ〈N(u,v,w), η(y, t)〉+ρb(x, t)−ρb(x,y)

= 〈x, y〉−〈x, t〉−ρa(x,y− x)−ρ〈N(u,v,w), η(y,x)〉+ρa(x, t− x)

+ρ〈N(u,v,w), η(t,x)〉+ρb(x, t)−ρb(x,y), ∀y ∈ K(x).

This implies that J(y)≥ J(t), ∀y∈K(x) and so t is a solution of the problem (3.2) and the proof

is complete.

4. ALGORITHM, EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION AND CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

Based on Theorem 3.1, we construct the following algorithm for GMQVLIP (2.5).

Algorithm 4.1: Let x0 ∈ H, u0 ∈ T (x0), v0 ∈ A(x0), w0 ∈ S(x0), where T (x0),A(x0), S(x0) ∈

CB(H). By Nadler’s technique [8] and induction process, we have sequences {xn}, {un}, {vn},

{wn} such that xn+1 ∈ K(xn),

〈xn+1, y− xn+1〉 ≥ 〈xn, y− xn+1〉−ρa(xn+1,y− xn+1)−ρ〈N(un,vn,wn), η(y, xn+1)〉

+ρb(xn, xn+1)−ρb(xn, y), ∀y ∈ K(xn), n = 0,1,2, . . . , (4.1)

un+1 ∈ T (xn+1), ‖un+1−un‖ ≤ (1+(1+n)−1) H (T (xn+1),T (xn)), (4.2)

vn+1 ∈ A(xn+1), ‖vn+1− vn‖ ≤ (1+(1+n)−1) H (A(xn+1),A(xn)), (4.3)

wn+1 ∈ S(xn+1), ‖wn+1−wn‖ ≤ (1+(1+n)−1) H (S(xn+1),S(xn)). (4.4)

Remark 4.1[4]. If a(x,y)≡ 0 for all x,y ∈ H, then Algorithm 4.1 reduces to the corresponding

algorithm due to Huang and Fang [6].

Next, we prove the existence of solution of GMQVLIP (2.5) and discuss the convergence

analysis of Algorithm 4.1.
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Theorem 4.1. Let T,A,S : H → CB(H) be multi-valued mappings such that T,A and S are

k1-H -Lipschitz continuous, k2-H -Lipschitz continuous and k3-H -Lipschitz continuous, re-

spectively. Let the mapping N : H×H×H→H be α-m-strongly mixed monotone with respect

to T , A and S, and (β1,β2,β3)-mixed Lipschitz continuous. Let the mapping m : H → H be

σ -Lipschitz continuous, and let the mapping η : H×H → H be ξ -Lipschitz continuous. Let

K : H → 2H be a multi-valued mapping such that K(x) has the form of (2.4). Suppose that

Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 hold and ρ > 0 satisfies the following condition:

θ := σ +ρ(µ +(1+ξ )LN)+
√

2
√
(1+σ2)−2ρ(ν +α)+ρ2(γ2 +L2

N) < 1, (4.5)

where LN := (β1k1 + β2k2 + β3k3). Then the iterative sequences {xn}, {un}, {vn} and {wn}

generated by Algorithm 4.1 converge strongly to x,u,v and w, respectively, and (x,u,v,w) is a

solution of GMQVLIP (2.5).

Proof. It follows from (4.1) that

〈xn+1, y−xn+1〉≥ 〈xn, y−xn+1〉−ρa(xn,y−xn+1)−ρ〈N(un,vn,wn), η(y, xn+1)〉

+ρb(xn, xn+1)−ρb(xn, y), ∀y ∈ K(xn), (4.6)

and

〈xn+2, y−xn+2〉≥ 〈xn+1, y−xn+2〉−ρa(xn+1,y−xn+2)−ρ〈N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1), η(y, xn+2)〉

+ρb(xn+1, xn+2)−ρb(xn+1, y), ∀y ∈ K(xn+1). (4.7)

Adding 〈−m(xn),y−xn+1〉 to both sides of (4.6) and then taking y = xn+2−m(xn+1)+m(xn) ∈

K(xn), we obtain

〈xn+1−m(xn), xn+2− xn+1−m(xn+1)+m(xn)〉

≥ 〈xn−m(xn),xn+2− xn+1−m(xn+1)+m(xn)〉−ρa(xn,xn+2− xn+1−m(xn+1)+m(xn))

−ρ〈N(un,vn,wn),η(xn+2−m(xn+1)+m(xn), xn+1)〉

+ρb(xn,xn+1)−ρb(xn, xn+2−m(xn+1)+m(xn)). (4.8)
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Adding 〈−m(xn+1),y−xn+2〉 to both sides of (4.7) and then taking y= xn+1−m(xn)+m(xn+1)∈

K(xn+1), we obtain

〈xn+2−m(xn+1), xn+1−xn+2−m(xn)+m(xn+1)〉

≥ 〈xn+1−m(xn+1), xn+1−xn+2−m(xn)+m(xn+1)〉−ρa(xn+1, xn+1−xn+2−m(xn)+m(xn+1))

−ρ〈N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1),η(xn+1−m(xn)+m(xn+1), xn+2)〉

+ρb(xn+1,xn+2)−ρb(xn+1, xn+1−m(xn)+m(xn+1)). (4.9)

By Assumption 2.3, it follows that

η(xn+1−m(xn)+m(xn+1), xn+2) = −η(xn+2−m(xn+1)+m(xn), xn+1)

= η(xn+1− xn+2,−m(xn)−m(xn+1)). (4.10)

From (4.8)-(4.10) and Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, it follows that

‖xn+1− xn+2− (m(xn)−m(xn+1))‖2

≤ 〈xn− xn+1− (m(xn)−m(xn+1)), xn+1− xn+2− (m(xn)−m(xn+1))〉

−ρa(xn,xn+1− xn+2− (m(xn)−m(xn+1)))

+ρa(xn+1,xn+1− xn+2− (m(xn)−m(xn+1)))

−ρ〈N(un,vn,wn),η(xn+1− xn+2,m(xn)−m(xn+1))〉

+ρ〈N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1),η(xn+1− xn+2,m(xn)−m(xn+1))〉

+ρ[b(−xn,xn+1)−b(−xn,xn+2−m(xn+1)+m(xn))

+b(xn+1,xn+1−m(xn)+m(xn+1))−b(xn+1,xn+2)]

≤ 〈xn−xn+1−(m(xn)−m(xn+1)), xn+1−xn+2−(m(xn)−m(xn+1))〉

−ρa(xn− xn+1,xn+1− xn+2− (m(xn)−m(xn+1)))

−ρ〈N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1),η(xn+1− xn+2,m(xn)−m(xn+1))〉

+ρb(xn+1− xn, xn+1− xn+2− (m(xn)−m(xn+1)))

≤ 〈xn−xn+1−ρΛS(xn−xn+1)−[m(xn)−m(xn+1)

−ρ(N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1))],xn+1− xn+2− (m(xn)−m(xn+1))〉

−ρ〈N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1), xn+1− xn+2− (m(xn)−m(xn+1))
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+η(xn+1− xn+2,m(xn)−m(xn+1))〉

+ρµ‖xn+1− xn‖‖xn+1− xn+2− (m(xn)−m(xn+1))‖

≤ {‖xn−xn+1−ρΛS(xn−xn+1)−[m(xn)−m(xn+1)−ρ(N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1))]‖

+ρµ‖xn+1− xn‖}‖xn+1− xn+2− (m(xn)−m(xn+1))‖+ρ‖N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1)‖

{‖xn+1− xn+2− (m(xn)−m(xn+1))‖+‖η(xn+1− xn+2,m(xn)−m(xn+1))‖}

≤ {‖xn−xn+1−ρΛS(xn−xn+1)−[m(xn)−m(xn+1)−ρ(N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1))]‖

+ρ(1+ξ )‖N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1)‖+ρµ‖xn+1−xn‖}‖xn+1−xn+2−(m(xn)−m(xn+1))‖,

where η is ξ -Lipschitz continuous.

Hence, we have

‖xn+1− xn+2‖ ≤ ‖m(xn)−m(xn+1)‖+‖xn− xn+1−ρΛS(xn− xn+1)

−[m(xn)−m(xn+1)−ρ(N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1))]‖

+ρ(1+ξ )‖N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1)‖+ρµ‖xn− xn+1‖. (4.11)

Using ‖x− y‖2 ≤ 2(‖x‖2 +‖y‖2), we have

‖xn−xn+1−ρΛS(xn−xn+1)−[m(xn)−m(xn+1)−ρ(N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1))]‖2

≤ 2{‖xn− xn+1−ρΛS(xn− xn+1)‖2 +‖m(xn)−m(xn+1)−ρ(N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1))‖2}.

(4.12)

Using Assumption 2.1, (2.2) and (2.3), we estimate

‖xn− xn+1−ρΛS(xn− xn+1)‖2

= ‖xn− xn+1‖2−2ρ〈ΛS(xn− xn+1),xn− xn+1〉+ρ
2‖ΛS(xn− xn+1)‖2

= ‖xn− xn+1‖2−2ρa(xn− xn+1, xn− xn+1)+ρ
2‖S(xn− xn+1)‖2

≤ (1−2ρν +ρ
2
γ

2)‖xn− xn+1‖2. (4.13)

Since N is α-m-strongly mixed monotone with respect to T , A and S, and (β1,β2,β3)-mixed

Lipschitz continuous; T , A and S are k1-H -Lipschitz continuous, k2-H -Lipschitz continuous

and k3-H -Lipschitz continuous, respectively; m is σ -Lipschitz continuous, then we have

‖N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1)‖ ≤ β1‖un−un+1‖+β2‖vn−vn+1‖+β3‖wn−wn+1‖
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≤ (1+(1+n)−1){β1H (T (xn),T (xn+1))+β2H (A(xn),A(xn+1))+β3H (S(xn),S(xn+1))}

≤ (1+(1+n)−1)(β1k1 +β2k2 +β3k3)‖xn− xn+1‖, (4.14)

and

‖m(xn)−m(xn+1)−ρ(N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1))‖2

≤ ‖m(xn)−m(xn+1)‖2−2ρ〈N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1), m(xn)−m(xn+1)〉

+ρ
2‖N(un,vn,wn)−N(un+1,vn+1,wn+1)‖2

≤
(

σ
2−2ρα +ρ

2(1+(1+n)−1)2(β1k1 +β2k2 +β3k3)
2
)
‖xn− xn+1‖2.

(4.15)

It follows from (4.11)-(4.15) that

‖xn+1− xn+2‖ ≤ θn‖xn− xn+1‖, (4.16)

where

θn := {σ +
√

2
√

(1+σ2)−2ρ(ν +α)+ρ2(γ2 + l2
nL2

N)+ρ(1+ξ )lnLN +ρµ}. (4.17)

where ln := (1+(1+n)−1) and LN := (β1k1 +β2k2 +β3k3).

Letting n→ ∞, then θn→ θ , where

θ := {σ +ρ(µ +(1+ξ )LN)+
√

2
√

(1+σ2)−2ρ(ν +α)+ρ2(γ2 +L2
N) }. (4.18)

where LN := (β1k1 +β2k2 +β3k3).

It follows from (4.5) that θ ∈ (0,1). Hence θ < 1 for n sufficiently large. Therefore, (4.16)

implies that {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in H and hence we suppose that xn→ x ∈ H. Since T ,

A and S are H -Lipschitz continuous, then from (4.2)-(4.4), we have

‖un+1−un‖ ≤ (1+(1+n)−1)H (T (xn+1), T (xn))

≤ (1+(1+n)−1)k1‖xn+1− xn‖, (4.19)

‖vn+1− vn‖ ≤ (1+(1+n)−1)k2‖xn+1− xn‖, (4.20)

and

‖wn+1−wn‖ ≤ (1+(1+n)−1)k3‖xn+1− xn‖. (4.21)
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Thus, from (4.19)-(4.21), it shows that {un}, {vn} and {wn} are also Cauchy sequences in H.

Let un→ u ∈ H, vn→ v ∈ H and wn→ w ∈ H as n→ ∞.

Further, we have

d(u, T (x)) ≤ ‖un−u‖+d(un, T (x))

≤ ‖un−u‖+H (T (xn),T (x))

≤ ‖un−u‖+ k1‖xn− x‖

→ 0 as n→ ∞,

where d(u,T (x)) = inf{‖u−z‖ : z∈ T (x)}. This implies that u∈ T (x). Similarly, we can prove

that v ∈ A(x) and w ∈ S(x).

By Theorem 3.1, we know that there exists a unique t ∈ K(x) such that

〈t,y− t〉 ≥ 〈x,y− t〉−ρa(x,y− t)−ρ〈N(u,v,w),η(y, t)〉+ρb(x, t)−ρb(x,y), ∀y ∈ K(x). (4.22)

We show that x = t. By applying (4.6), (4.22) and similar arguments as proving (4.11), we can

prove that

‖xn+1− t‖ ≤ ‖m(xn)−m(x)‖+‖xn− x−ρΛS(xn− x)‖

+‖m(xn)−m(x)−ρ(N(un,vn,wn)−N(u,v,w))‖

+ρ(1+ξ )‖N(un,vn,wn)−N(u,v,w)‖+ρµ‖xn− x‖. (4.23)

Since N,m and S are continuous, then (4.23) implies that xn→ t as n→ ∞. Since xn→ x, we

must have x = t. It follows from (4.22) that (x,u,v,w) is a solution of GMQVLIP (2.5). This

completes the proof.

Remark 4.2. Since the GMQVLIP (2.5) includes many known classes of quas-variational and

quasi-variational-like inequalities as special cases, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 improve and

generalize the known results given in [2,5-7,9,11,13].
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